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Absence Management  Brochure

When it comes to absence management,
efficiency is critical. But efficiency can’t
help workers file a claim or coordinate
benefits. And, efficiency doesn’t consider
the human factor.
At Lincoln, we understand the importance of providing absence management with a highly
personal hands-on approach. In addition to our industry-leading disability benefits, we provide
employers with expert absence management support, integrating disability claims with various
leaves, such as the FMLA, company and state paid family leaves, and unpaid leaves. We also support
workers throughout the entire leave process — from the initial claim submission to return-to-work
and stay-at-work transitions.

Expertise and support

Why Lincoln for absence
management support?

Our absence specialists skillfully balance expertise with
highly personalized support that benefits employers and
their employees.

A strong focus on the
employee’s ease and wellbeing – not just the claim
or leave.

A consultative approach

An in-depth knowledge
of absence management
processes, leave laws and
best practices.

We provide guidance and support to you and your
employees at every stage of the leave process.
An implementation specialist considers your
organization’s specific needs, objectives and goals.
Ongoing updates keep you aware of relevant changes
in leave laws and regulations.
Best practices for absence management provide
tracking and monitoring to ensure compliance.

A commitment to provide
ongoing support and helpful
resources to employers and
their employees.
Continuous program
improvement based on
learning and feedback.
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Group Benefits

Dedicated support
We provide you and your employees with the right support at the right time.
 laims professionals familiar with employees’ unique situations, work with them as a primary
C
point of contact throughout the claims process.
Employees can easily submit claims and return-to-work dates and review absence balances;
and also view their leave status and obligations.

Hassle-free service
Absence management is complex, but Lincoln delivers a streamlined and hassle-free experience.
Solutions and support for employers include:
 Ongoing monitoring and absence reporting that allows employers to track their program and
better understand their workforce
 Employer portals to view return-to-work dates, review absence details, and correspondence
 A seamless clinical model that results in a consistent claim outcome
 Rigorous monitoring of evolving leave regulations and how federal and state leave laws impact
one another
 Insightful newsletters and webinars to help keep employers up to date on regulations and absence
management tips and best practices
Solutions and support for employees include:
 A simple and easy way to report and track an absence
 Claims professionals to help coordinate claims and provide guidance
 A state-of-the-art HR technology portal for 24/7 on-demand access to essential details
Meaningful resources, highly personalized assistance and dedicated expertise make it easier to
manage leaves, and provide your employees with a more personal and positive claims experience.
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Contact your Lincoln employee benefits professional
today to learn more about Lincoln Absence
Management Services.
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